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Motivation

• The 21-cm intensity mapping experiments at low redshifts 
(Tianlai, CHIME, BINGO, HIRAX, SKA-MID) target to measure 
the Baryon Acoustic Oscillation(BAO) signal using the HI 21-
cm line.

• Assume HI gas can be a linear tracer of total matter at large 
scales.

• Abundant HI gas only exist in star-forming galaxies in halos. 
The star formation(SF) physics process is non-linear.

• Above which scale is the linear bias assumption valid?



Scientific targets

• Test the breakdown scale of linear bias assumption. 

• Investigate the model dependence of HI power 
spectrum

• Predict the time evolution of HI bias parameter

• Provide mock data for 21-cm intensity mapping 
experiments 



MethodStep 1
ELUCIDsimulation (Wanget al., 2014)

• Boxsize: 500 Mpc / h

• Halo mass resolution:

• Provide the halo data and halo merger tree

• Using semi-analytical models to construct star 
formation rate(SFR) and HI gas in dark matter halos 
in Step 2.

6⇥ 109M�/h



MethodStep 2
SFR Incentral galaxyofDMhalo (Lu&Mo, 2014).      

Galaxy abundance matching à empirical relations



MethodStep 3
SFRmodel involvedHI gas In central galaxy (Krumholz + ‘09, ‘13)

Determine molecular gas fraction by metallicity



MetallicityModel. (Maiolino’08    vs Ma’16 )

• Discrepancy of Z_gas - M_galaxy relation in small halos
• Maiolino08 include only intermediate halos



• Combined with SFR, HI gas can be calculated in each DM halo.



‘Piecewise-power-law’HI-halo mass relation

Krumholz+’13 with Maiolino+’08 Krumholz+’13 with Ma+’16



Conclusion
• HI linear bias assumption  is valid on BAO scale.

• The break scale of linear assumption is decided by halo 
power spectrum, at k�0.1 h/Mpc.

• There exist a ‘sweet spot’ redshift at z�1.5, when HI 
gas can trace the dark matter on the intermediate scale.

• The time evolution of linear bias parameter can 
constrain the SFR/gas/metallicity model in galaxies.


